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      Christian Patterson Vol. 1 by Christian Patterson CHRISTIAN PATTERSON VOL. 1 1 This is a work of autobiography. Names, characters, businesses, places, events and incidents may or may not be the products of the author’s imagination or used in a ﬁctitious manner. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, or actual events is may or may not be coincidental. First paperback edition December 2019. Written by Christian Patterson Compiled by Christian Patterson Edited by Christian Patterson Designed by Christian Patterson Note: This book is hyperlinked. Whenever a book, poem, or piece title is written, it is clickable, and will bring you to that point of the book. That includes the Table of Contents. 2 Acknowledgements I would like to give a big thanks to: Izzy for support John Beer, Zachary Schomburg, Sara Sutter, and Lucas Bernhardt for teaching me poetry Zachary Cosby and Shahira Kudsi with Fog Machine for publishing an alternate reality where Mello Yello is more popular than Mtn Dew Also thanks to Zachary Cosby and Shahira Kudsi with Fog Machine for publishing “#1”, “#2”, “#3”, and “#4”, originally published under the names “I want to be a slot machine”, “I feel comfortable around concrete buildings”, “In my bed, both of us on Vicodin,”, and “I’m scared of Korean typhoons” Luis Neer and Shy Watson for blurbing an alternate reality where Mello Yello is more popular than Mtn Dew Chariot Wish and NJ Ollsten with Gloworm for publishing the ebook yachats Kevin Bertolero with Ghost City Press for publishing the ebook places Emily Lakehomer and Charlie d’Eve with Gap Tooth for publishing the poem “카페베네” Potluck Magazine for publishing “you remind me of three diﬀerent Weezer songs”, “the Day after Christmas”, “Oxiclean”, “Santa Cruz”, and “物の哀れ” (although only 物の哀れ is still online) Luis Neer with Atrocity Exhibition for publishing “beloved hero cheats death”, “christmas lights”, “hot tub”, “Charlemagne”, “Kaliningard”, and “Algona” Jordan Hoxsie and Sam Weird with Varsity Goth Press for publishing “Disney California Adventure”, “The Happiest Place on Earth: an Elegy”, “North Hollywood Metro Station”, and “Los Angeles” in Coﬃn Corner Issue One Joseph Parker Okay with 2Fast2House for publishing “poem” (then untitled) in Spy Kids Review issue 4 Briars lit for publishing “Fountain of Dreams” 3 Table of Contents Acknowledgements 3 Table of Contents 4 Collection One: Destiny is opposite and nothing else, and always opposite 17 A M E R I C A N N I G H T M A R E /// L Y R I C A L P O E T R Y 5 0 0 0 18 space toolbox 21 Japanese Gardens 22 untitled 23 Sonnet #9 24 Sonnet #10 25 exhaustion sonnet 26 Hanging Gardens of Babylon 1 27 Hanging Gardens of Babylon 2 28 Hanging Gardens of Babylon 3 29 Hanging Gardens of Babylon 4 30 Oreo Bingsu 31 Sinchon 33 Sinchon 2 34 Guam 34 Yonsei 35 Sindorim 36 Bongeunsa 38 Ewha Yeoja Daehaggyo 39 Tibetan Book of the Dead 40 Hongdae 1 41 Hongdae 2 41 Hongdae 3 41 Cheonggyecheon 42 Jongno 42 Pyongyang 44 Seodaemun 45 Paju City 46 the Hongdae Taco Bell at 4:00AM 47 Tom N Toms Coﬀee 49 saying goodbye forever on a subway 50 an alternate reality where Mello Yello is more popular than Mtn Dew 52 4 königsberg 54 ﬁnal fantasy 56 物の哀れ 57 카페베네 58 the day after christmas 60 starburst like the candy and also the space thing 61 Kaliningrad 63 Algona 63 7-Eleven Part 2 65 홍대 65 Secoma Lanes 69 Seattle Aquarium 70 the symmetry from standing directly underneath a water tower 72 for Cho Cho 74 beloved hero cheats death 76 christmas lights 79 oxiclean 80 hot tub 81 Santa Cruz 82 you remind me of three diﬀerent Weezer songs 83 Charlemagne 85 is ryan sheckler still alive 87 I read about Singapore on wikipedia and it seems cool 89 gas pump 89 Double Down from KFC 91 lando calrissian 92 Crookside 93 dreammoods.com 95 Ontario International Airport 96 I still think about you when I drive past that Mcdonald’s 98 water and Toblerone 99 Final Fantasy Tactics Advance 100 ‘Sara Smile’ by Hall and Oates 101 Music for Airports 103 Elegy for Brutus 104 I told Julianna I’d write her a poem 105 Destiny is opposite and nothing else, and always opposite 106 Snapchat 106 5 the mountains in New Hampshire are literal mountains but the monsoons in New Hampshire are ﬁgurative monsoons 108 at your new house, behind the Dairy Queen 110 Oreo Cheesecake Blizzard 111 blurry photographs of the moon 112 ‘the sound of the driving snow’ 113 Beetle Adventure Racing 114 a garage ﬁlled with Seahawks memorabilia 115 Santa’s Lil Helper 115 yachats,or 118 Unregistered Hypercam 2 128 Introduction 129 Chris turned 18 ﬁve days before me 132 3 Fragments about Taco Time 133 on the upstairs of Alex’s house 134 Jack in the Box parking lot 136 blue blazer 136 the Platonic ideal of Beauty becomes illuminated to us 138 Barcelona 138 to be real it doesn't matter anyway, you know it's just too little too late 140 hair salon 141 牧場物語2 141 a poem where the last line is not stolen from Walt Whitman 143 Mosaic Apartments 143 Sonnet #28 145 a sonnet for a true homie 146 Disney California Adventure 147 my dreams exist and are more real to me than any natural number 148 Candy’s Save Point 148 ribs protect organs 149 Pan Am 150 Continental Divide 152 mermaid 152 donner party 153 shanty town 155 Kowloon Walled City 155 Giants are a hologram made of our fears imposed onto others 157 Gyeongbokgung 158 the Happiest Place on Earth 159 6 untitled 159 Asiana Airlines 160 I’m sorry Kate Upton 161 woody: would you like a beer, mr peterson? norm: no, i'd like a dead cat in a glass 163 a Convenience Store in Washington 164 a series of giant motherboards 165 It's a fate we can't escape. Someday we will all pass away 166 a Shari’s in Eugene at 4AM 167 Eugene Oregon 167 Indian Tom 168 kokiri forest 169 places 171 Lord forgive me but it’s time to go back to the old me 185 The Tranquil Garden 210 untitled 213 II. 213 山 214 Laurelhurst Park 216 untitled 216 Golden Geese 217 VI. 218 Fountain of Dreams 219 VIII. 220 IX. 221 Oaks Park 222 How to Drink a Slurpee 223 untitled 225 #1 225 #2 226 #3 228 #4 228 Sonnet 36 229 North Hollywood Metro Station 231 Los Angeles 231 Stonehenge Tower 233 untitled 235 when you talked dirty 236 Lincoln City 237 7 Columbia River Gorge 239 poem 240 an alternate reality where Dairy Queen is more popular than Burger King 243 RIP Covington Burger King 246 Diet Coke 246 I'm not bitter I'm just consumed by a gnawing hate that's eating away at my gut until I can taste the bile in my mouth 248 Autumn Begins in Auburn, Washington 249 Sunny's Espresso & Gifts 249 Kaliningrad 251 Shampoo 252 the bus doesn’t drive all night, 253 Königsberg 253 Half Haunted House 254 Algona 255 the Hammer 256 Room 662 257 Brian Bosworth 258 Vicodin Lite (acoustic) 262 Secoma Lanes 263 your hair was so long 264 Collision in Korea 265 Martin Luther King Jr Day 267 a world where the weather seems metaphorical, but isn’t 269 Seattle 270 Princess Louisa Inlet 274 your hands 276 Snow in Hong Kong & other poems 278 Snow in Hong Kong 280 Sol Invictus 285 Shanghai, 2030 286 Neon Superman 2 291 Neon Superman 3 293 Neon Superman 4 294 Gazebo 294 “Death of Marat II” by Edvard Munch 296 Collection Two: Screw you, Temple University 298 YELP an ebook of 4 found poems 299 arcade 301 8 amusement park 303 casino 305 bowling alley 307 This book is one poem 309 Bruh… Why are you charging each other for weed? I made that shit a plant 350 the complete last 5 years of my youtube search history in reverse chronological order 433 in:Spam (abridged) 551 Auburn Washington: 1898 - 1925 583 43 Paragraphs 597 Parole 600 Identifying Unidentiﬁed Flying Objects 600 Spirit of Curling 601 Egyptian cigarette industry 602 Cross-Strait relations 603 The Década Infame 604 PC Engine SuperGrafx 605 Départements 606 Biconditional Introduction 607 2010 Asian Para Games 608 Russlanddeutsche 609 Tennis 610 National Database and Registration Authority, Pakistan 611 Anatolia 612 Tiong Bahru 613 Neo-Nazism in Mongolia 614 A list of some ﬁctional US presidential candidates 615 27 616 Quantum annealing 617 Soulcalibur 618 Leptothorax pocahontas 620 Makineni Basavapunnaiah 621 Marino v. Ortiz 622 Azerbaijani National Guard 623 French Indochina 624 Right Sector 625 Ten Seconds To Hell 626 Metro de la Ciudad de México 627 Seabirds 628 9 Far Eastern Federal University 629 Planning Theory 630 Falun Gong 631 FedEx sponsorship of the CART series 632 Ernest Lalor "Ern" Malley 634 Joshua Abraham Norton 635 Alaska Mental Health Enabling Act of 1956 636 Ryugyong Hotel 638 Signed zero 639 Antiqua–Fraktur dispute 640 Samson Option 642 Hospital for Sick Children 643 Orang Ulu 644 Battle of Neresheim 645 Suicide Blond 646 The birds of love ﬂew over the sea of my heart 668 Roses 670 Watching Harry Potter 671 The birds of love flew over the sea of my heart 672 Clouds of the Future 673 Sinew 673 Stars and the Moon and Birds and the Sea and Flowers 675 Your Heart 676 Fog 676 The Wind 678 Sweet Dreams 678 Metaphors 680 Giving ‘em the what for 681 Collection Three: Nothing Means Nothing 712 Cascade Middle School 713 Sebastian 716 Throwing pizza/yogurt 717 The wittiest joke I’ve ever told/I climaxed in sixth grade 719 Stolen pizza 719 Processing 721 Green Beans 724 Brandi 724 Cameron’s birthday party 1 726 10 PE teacher sleeping in PE 728 Halloween party 1 730 Ass 731 I broke my foot 733 Dirty Deeds Thunder Chief 737 Chili Cheese Fritos 737 Whitewash 739 Pen Boob 741 Parkour 742 Cameron’s birthday party 2 744 Paintballs 745 My fave games were Need for Speed, Tony Hawk, Star Wars Battlefront, Halo 748 No Friends 748 Janitor + Popsicles 749 Kids chanting ‘throw the ball’ 752 Dancing like a sheriﬀ dual wielding pistols 754 Sprayable I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter 756 Shatrick 756 Diarrhea 758 Cameron’s birthday party 3 761 Halloween party 2 761 Egg drop 762 Train 764 Myspace 765 Nothing Means Nothing Volume One 767 Preface 769 “Towards the end of 8th grade…” 770 A list of the major scars on my body 772 Clip on my hand 772 “Comics are good at telling spatial stories…” 773 “Making diﬀerent types of art…” 774 “Whenever I’m confronted with the soul crushing reality…” 775 “I don’t play runescape, but…” 776 “In one of my classes…” 777 “You notice in dichotomized ﬁction…” 778 “When describing something by saying…” 779 “I walked to the Park Blocks…” 780 “I thought about the form that tree roots take…” 781 “I was sitting next to these 2 skater dudes…” 782 11 “It used to take me a long time to fall asleep…” 783 “As states and nations have people coming and going…” 784 “I heard and saw a guy and a girl walking down the street…” 785 “I learned about this somewhere…” 786 “When I started taking medication…” 787 Crying is a poem because the tears are a metaphor for how one feels 789 Nothing Means Nothing Volume Two: the future is scary and that’s why it’s beautiful 790 Preface 792 when you read my poems, 794 物の哀れ 794 I’m watching Cheers and there’s a really thought provoking joke 796 “My favorite aspect of snow…” 797 I’ve been thinking about something that made me feel really bad 797 “Towards the end of my junior year in high school…” 798 “One time in 6th grade…” 799 “This might sound weird…” 800 “One time I took a class on writing comic books…” 801 “I feel like philosophy noobs are into ‘existentialism’...” 802 “I feel alone but not lonely…” 803 I like consumerism 804 Dick Scobee Elementary School 806 I feel addicted to coﬀee, but not in the way people typically mean they’re addicted to coﬀee 807 “Remember Flappy Bird?…” 807 something a Philosophy professor said in lecture, that I wrote down, without any context: 809 “In my Heidegger class I learned…” 809 The Wind Rises and Heidegger 811 Graveyard 811 one time, I had 5 diﬀerent dreams, 813 Nothing Means Nothing Three: Depression Doesn't Last Forever But Nothing Does 814 “one night, after a big house party…” 817 “Adorno says ﬁlm fails as a visual medium…” 818 “Does anyone know this feeling like of intense isolation?…” 819 “I feel lonely sometimes…” 820 Uncrustables do have crusts. Not in a traditional bread crust sense, but that edge lining the sandwich disc is still a crust 822 On watching people sleep 822 “My beautiful boy Brutus…” 823 12 sappiness incoming 824 “yesterday in class, I was saying…” 825 Been feeling the sad-but-beautiful feeling so much 827 emotions are beautiful, believe me 828 there are a lot of things I can’t control in this world 829 “Let me preface this by saying…” 829 and while I’m being dramatic, I have something else to say 833 “I’ve been in this state the last few days…” 833 the People's Answer to the Rhetorical Question of History: Volume 1 835 Collection Four: Miscellany 839 Weird Weather Patterns 840 Unpacked Snow 841 Silly Bandz 845 Locals & Cosmopolitans 846 Boredom is the root of all evil 847 A Poem About Larry David & George Costanza 848 untitled 1 849 The Swamp Monster Wants Rebirth 851 Nonmoral Sense 851 Purple 852 Tower of Babel 853 untitled 2 854 "Studies in Pessimism" by Arthur Schopenhauer - a poem 856 “As I compared the tower clock with my watch I realized it was already much later than I had thought” 857 Journal Full of Poems 858 Left Hand 859 “I don’t know,” 860 Forgotten Scraps 862 Young Tourist 862 Nautical Standard Times 865 Paciﬁc Coast 865 Sehnsucht 866 The Auburn Family Fun Center 868 Bethesda 868 a beachside motel (but a nice one) 871 A winter coat bought in August at a huge discount 872 I’ve been dreaming a lot 872 Griﬀey’s winning run in the 95 playoﬀs against the Yankees 874 13 McDonald’s Bathroom 878 untitled 879 An Autobiography from the perspective of Fast and the Furious 881 Birth of Tragedy 883 untitled 883 United States 884 Dying in one’s sleep 885 a poem for my neighbor 'Rocko' 888 Vancouver Riot 888 I don’t have a doorbell 890 Surgical Suture 890 Working Animal 891 Bison 892 You 893 Psychometry 894 Delicate Beard Hair 896 V2 896 The Barking Lizard 898 St. John 898 ”Poets not only lie, but lie in an ugly fashion.” 900 untitled 900 untitled 901 untitled 902 untitled 903 Sonnet #1 906 a pitch for a cartoon 906 Bipolar 908 the New York Times is dumb as hell 911 10/07/17 Condensed Game: Oilers @ Canucks 912 a convenience store inside a casino (Collected Medium posts) 915 The Concepts of Pro Wrestling: Spots 916 the ﬁrst time I went to Carl’s Jr, I was in Anaheim visiting Disneyland with my family 917 in Ancient China, Death Rituals of foreign cultures were used as a benchmark for cultural sophistication 918 being nice to strangers at starbucks 919 the mole that used to be a little bit below and a little bit behind my ear 920 I feel pain 920 Review: Wiz Khalifa’s Weed Farm 922 Review: ‘All or Nothing’ by O-Town 923 14 Review: 7-Eleven @ NE MLK and Weidler in Portland OR 924 One year for Halloween I wanted to be the Red Power Ranger, 925 Police incident in Astoria, OR 927 I moved across the country to go to grad school 929 the Right of Juggalos to Self-Determination 931 Fire Pro Wrestling World review: if Tony Hawk was a wrestling game 935 Anthony Bourdain’s contribution to travel writing 937 Reality show twists on the ﬁrst week of Big Brother 20! 940 Three ways to ﬁx Roman Reigns 943 The People’s Sickle 946 Parasite Peter Thiel no longer involved in artiﬁcial island nation, now that it is meant to help people 948 In our Landian reality, cryptocurrency ﬁrm opens a crypto-exclusive café 949 Silicon Valley hiring Feds, further establishing Porky as our overlord 951 Middle Aged Edgelord thinks regurgitating what rich people force him to think is countercultural 953 Trump threw a hissy ﬁt because Mama Russia and Papa China may have given DPRK oil 955 Chairman Xi’s new year statement makes promises that U.S. Bourg politicians would never make 959 Europe vs Silicon Valley: Round 1 961 In 30 years, Hong Kong will become part of China. By then, will Hong Kong want to join? 963 Tech Bros buying sex traﬃcked prostitutes in record numbers 965 Earnest Posadism in the 21st Century 967 White supremacist tried to attack Amtrak, like they blamed Antifa for doing 974 Vampiric Porky Peter Thiel wants to buy Gawker, press that he destroyed 977 University of Texas and sentient doll Ted Cruz redbait…Hong Kong 981 NATO insists on keeping nuclear weapons, UN wants to get rid of them 985 Question: how would you simulate communism? 986 Pigs harass homeless sleeping on the train and think they’re good guys for it 990 US Military realizes China and Russia are the existential threat, not terrorists 992 Nick Land goes oﬀ the intellectual deep end 994 Everybody hates Silicon Valley because they’re wealth hoarding oligarchs 996 Duterte tells military to shoot him if he becomes a dictator 998 Vince McMahon will reboot XFL as conservative football league 999 Reactionaries are paper tigers: Matthew Heimbach, leader of neo-Nazi Tradiotionalist Worker’s Party 1002 Jordan Peterson is wrong about the origins of identity politics 1004 Vampiric Porky Peter Thiel claims “Crypto is libertarian, AI is communist” 1006 15 Burger King PocketBike Racer 2: 50 Haikus 1007 Collection Five: Screenplays 1026 OJ on Parole 1027 Socially Awkward Family 1068 Old Man 1112 Pooping with a Toilet Seat 1121 Meet the Parents with Farting 1127 Notes 1126 Links 1127 Chronology 1129 Note on Sonnets 1132 Dedication 1133 16 Collection One: Destiny is opposite and nothing else, and always opposite Lyrical Poetry 17 A M E R I C A N N I G H T M A R E /// L Y R I C A L P O ETRY5000 (March 27, 2016) A M E R I C A N N I G H T M A R E /// L Y R I C A L P O E T R Y 5 0 0 0 was the ﬁrst poetry book I wrote to be released as a cohesive ebook. It was written in the aftermath of a break-up - in May and June of 2015, at a time when I was very interested in poetry, and committed to becoming technically better at writing it. Because of this, even though these are lyrical poems, and they allude to the break-up, I didn’t intend writing these poems to be therapeutic (although they were in a way). I wrote them for a couple reasons: Rainer Maria Rilke was the ﬁrst poet I read who shattered my previous understanding of poetry. I was intrigued by how he wrote in conventional forms, but in an unconventional way. I liked how his poetry was frequently presenting imagery, and yet, the imagery was imbued with an esoteric meaning. Ultimately, I ended up not writing in this style for very long, and for good reason. It’s not how I write best, and I was exposed to techniques from other writers I tried to emulate. But also, elements I picked up from writing this poetry book was retained in my later writing. Whether or not that’s visible to the reader, I’m not sure. But this was the start of a certain poetic trajectory that I feel I’m still on, although now very far away. 18 19 AMERICAN NIGHTMARE /// LYRICAL POETRY 5000 all of these poems are written after/in the style of/emulating/copying etc Rainier Maria Rilke so this book is for Rainier Maria Rilke 20 AMERICAN NIGHTMARE /// LYRICAL POETRY 5000 space toolbox a toolbox of pieces of space that exists for us, and is used as tools where you can say ‘that’s too close’ or ‘that’s too far’ instead of that’s 5 miles away or 500km away and you can choose the tools and examine them, and pull out the space capsule, and break it on the ground, and with a poof it becomes a tool. and the best part of it all - the only reason to have this toolbox - is you can put the tools away and with one press of a button the capsules shrink 21 AMERICAN NIGHTMARE /// LYRICAL POETRY 5000 Japanese Gardens As I hear this little waterfall in front of me I don’t understand. Because the sound is constant but every split second, new water falls in new angles on the rocks and every split second sounds diﬀerent than the ﬁrst The waterfall could clog at any moment and I wouldn’t know why I would just hear new songs — my phone vibrating, the highway a couple hundred feet behind me If that were to happen, the coi would keep swimming the surrounding butterﬂies would keep ﬂoating, until they stop, and they’ll stop either way as seen by the garbage cans full of plant clippings behind the ‘staﬀ only’ sign 22 AMERICAN NIGHTMARE /// LYRICAL POETRY 5000 untitled I want to smell someone’s hair — hug them and rest my nose on their head I want to whisper nice words and go with them, wherever they’re going I’d like to be the one on that plane, who thought the Paciﬁc was all we need, and I’d like to hear every word that exists in you, in the jet engine, in the sea I remember and forget little moments, when I stop, I see the bottom of time beneath the international date line there’s still room for everyone after that comes the white noise of the jet engine—I see you World! I see you and hold you with my eyes when a thing makes sound in the dark 23 AMERICAN NIGHTMARE /// LYRICAL POETRY 5000 Sonnet #91 How can I keep remembering the details of the things I miss? How do I stop myself from forgetting why I miss them? I will write my thoughts on the back of a phonebook and leave it in an airport, so people from all over can remember this missing feeling for me yet whatever brushes against me yields one voice from multiple speakers and like learning music, I have to teach myself to make out the instruments Across what phonebooks are my feelings strung across? And what musician holds me? O sweet song 1 originally untitled 24 AMERICAN NIGHTMARE /// LYRICAL POETRY 5000 Sonnet #102 You can still see the color contrast that Spring air creates. The technicolor pearls would still glow neon if I was looking at them or not In the garden, spring still lives itself into the plants at night, when the pearls are brightest But during the day, the ghosts of many ancient civilizations evaporate from the concrete and tar the pearls and buildings and the plants. Then, all at once the sky turns dark, and everything becomes diﬀerent from each other 2 originally an untitled poem in AMERICAN NIGHTMARE // LYRICAL POETRY 5000, but also included in the original version of Oreo Bingsu, under the title “Early Summer in Seoul”. 25 AMERICAN NIGHTMARE /// LYRICAL POETRY 5000 exhaustion sonnet3 exhaustion is a warm hug from absence, replacing thoughts with a mental coziness the strands from the exhaustion-blankets blur borders between today and yesterday the sleepiness always feels less cozy — but also less painful - than you remember you think about what you did while awake, the absence of sleep just ﬁlters it is the presence of awake worth the ﬂimsy, cozy pain of not-asleep while awake? does the dulled memories of mental decay vindicate the blurred static blankets constricting your mind? is the not-sleep worth it? is the embrace of nothing worth it? 3 sonnet #11 26 AMERICAN NIGHTMARE /// LYRICAL POETRY 5000 Hanging Gardens of Babylon 14 I built a desert-island in my city out of your homeland for you, long before Europe judged botany as a way to tame and study with their greedy minds I found myself spending all my time there I knew the garden with my eyes. Sometimes I’d catch myself ﬁnding you in single leaves and bring myself to tears. I would let others in, to ﬁnd what they love in what grabs them. I’d never watch — everyone deserves their direct communion with their eyes and ideas that live in the plants and structures. O how perishable is nothingness that people can no longer ﬁnd you on a map? 4 sonnet #12 27 AMERICAN NIGHTMARE /// LYRICAL POETRY 5000 Hanging Gardens of Babylon 25 Within the ﬁrst week of earth existing God created a garden. I will too but that God’s not my God and I’m not God I’m human, making garden for a Goddess Dear God Marduk, I must forget you now for Tiamat’s the world I see and if nature is an untamed Goddess, I must worship it. Are not my thoughts chaos too? Was I not put on Earth to build steep steps to cosmos? And build tiers and terraces for sitting with the foliage covering it all? I want one thing in life - to see the world as inﬁnite physical things, that don’t represent anything, except all of itself 5 sonnet #13 28 AMERICAN NIGHTMARE /// LYRICAL POETRY 5000 Hanging Gardens of Babylon 36 I’ve heard Descendants of Judea have used my city’s name as a euphemism for Rome, as in, a symbol of evil I’m sorry, but can’t you respect us? I weep from the earthquake that destroyed the garden. Natural disasters, God’s version of Historical revisionism — if the world saw the garden, they’d love it I loved her, the garden, and others can now, because history divorced me, Babylon, from the garden, that they think of as Eden Now the garden works how I intended: a reﬂection of ideas back to them. But was it worth me dying for our nature? 6 sonnet #14 29 AMERICAN NIGHTMARE /// LYRICAL POETRY 5000 Hanging Gardens of Babylon 47 You seem to have found out about other gardens, namely, Sennacherib’s feat of Nineveh hydroculture. You’re starting to love that garden more than yours This hurts my feelings but I was ﬂawed all along — you left your home for mine, and you got homesick, so I rebuilt it, unaware that one can be homesick while wanting a new life. I, and your garden, became reﬂections of you, and you’re sick of that. I cry about it, but I understand I only hope you remember the garden and I fondly, because 7 sonnet #15 30 Oreo Bingsu (April 12, 2016) Oreo Bingsu was written when I was studying abroad in South Korea in July and August of 2015. My experience in Seoul permeates all my writing. I was only there shortly, but it was a liminal time within my life. It was not only a long vacation, where I occasionally went to easy classes, it was right after my ﬁrst major break-up, after spending a couple months reevaluating my life. The trip gave me a lot of insights into the world, and it was a deﬁnitive breaking point from the way my life was progressing before, to how it progressed afterwards. One thing I value about these poems, is they are the only poems I wrote while there, and they have a diﬀerent feeling because of that. They exist on their own, without any reﬂection about how it impacted me. These poems pertain only to my life within that sequence of events, rather than the impact that sequence had on my life afterwards. 31 32 Oreo Bingsu for Bre, Cho Cho, Morgan, Suzanna, Kiara, Char 33 Oreo Bingsu Sinchon on the third-ﬂoor, smoking balcony of a coﬀee shop over looking a main street, a teenage girl is smoking and her little brother is also smoking a white woman is studying Korean she passes as Korean much better than I do at least from behind, due to her straight black hair Sinchon 2 I am looking at a church that is not a mega church but someday could be it is across the street from a pharmacy that’s lit like a hospital and has seating like the DMV where you pick a number and wait the pedestrians walk past holding umbrellas that aren’t open but are ready to be 34 Oreo Bingsu Guam your ears, with rounded white earrings, are two symmetrical butterﬂies on the side of your head your irises are dark, making your pupils look like they’re all your eyes are, like you’re always looking at the moon, and excited I ask where you’re from you say ‘Guam’ I say ‘I would like to go there’ you say ‘it’s very hot’ 35 Oreo Bingsu Yonsei I walk to Ministop and hear birds I can’t see the birds but I hear them What do you look like, birds? I can only imagine the birds that I’ve already seen, in America you don’t - and can’t - realize that nothing is the same because all you’ve known is the air above this Ministop and if you knew more, you wouldn’t know you know more 36 Oreo Bingsu Sindorim I walk with a Hong Kongese classmate named Molly we pass a blond guy I say ’do I stand out as much as he does?’ She laughs, covers her mouth, and nods we take the subway then walk to a small restaurant where you grill your own meat an old couple and their son work here the son is the ﬁrst Korean I’ve seen with tattoos Molly tries to speak to him he laughs and says ‘no, can’t handle English’ she points at the meat that the family next to us is eating and says ‘we’ll have that’ we walk around Sindorim I say ‘you know what we should do?’ she says ‘ﬁnd somewhere with WiFi’ I was thinking ‘get ice cream’ but we can ﬁnd WiFi too I get an ice cream bar at GS25 she tries to call her friend who lives in Seoul we walk through the hallway to the Subway there are Grecian sculptures on the subway I oﬀer her gum she chews it, and I hold my hand to her so I can throw away the wrapper she laughs, covers her mouth, and puts the wrapper in her purse 37 Oreo Bingsu Bongeunsa8 I try to meditate in a room of 10,000 Buddhas oscillating fans hang from the ceiling none of them oscillate towards me I have never sweat this much, ever I focus on one of the 10,000 Buddhas then look at the ﬂoor, but I can’t focus because I’m too aware of the tourists around me and then I’m aware I’m a tourist too I open my eyes, rub away the sweat and no longer focus on that speciﬁc Buddha, but rather, all of them I go to the temple gift shop and buy cheap candles the cashier warns me they’re ‘for dead people’ I pretend I already knew that 8 sonnet #16 38 Oreo Bingsu Ewha Yeoja Daehaggyo She is on the subway when I get on and she transfers at the next stop, like I do She is wearing tall white heels that look like heeled tennis shoes from a distance, due to mild dirt discoloring She is wearing a white t-shirt and acid wash short jorts her hair is bleached blonde, but that color of blonde, where someone has black hair, and it comes out kind of orange she is wearing red lipstick She gets oﬀ the subway a stop before me at the woman’s university 39 
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